Hydrrogen bomb in min
niaturee
Rusi Taaleyarkhan, researcher at Purduee Universityy, and hiss colleaguees have crreated
thermonuuclear fusion
n right in thee laboratory. S.Ananthannarayanan looks into whaat this means.
Sources of energy
Nature likes to get to
o the lowest energy
e
state she can reacch. Carbon, in coal, doess it by combbining
with oxyygen, when it
i burns. Gooing to a low
wer energy state means giving up the
t extra ennergy,
which is the heat wh
hen we burn coal. A similar thing haappens with hydroelectriicity. Rivers flow
from higgher ground down to the sea. The energy
e
they lose showss up as the speed
s
of floowing
water, whhich we can tap and gennerate power.
Nuclear Power
The simpplest of atom
ms, the hydroogen atom, has
h a single, positively
p
chharged particcle, the protoon, in
its centerr. This is a pretty
p
low ennergy state. But
B the nuclei of very heeavy atoms have
h
hundreeds of
particles,, protons an
nd neutrons, and it takees energy to bring them
m close togetther. Exceptt that
when theey are really
y close togetther, nuclearr particles sttart attractinng. If just thhis low, attraacting
energy were
w overcom
me, the particles would spring
s
apart,, and releasee some of thee energy useed for
bringing them togeth
her.
mething like a golf ball thhat has beenn carried to the top of a hill. It coulld release all that
It is som
energy by
b rolling do
own. But if the
t ball werre in a golf hole
h
at the top
t of the hill, then it would
w
need to be
b nudged ou
ut of the holee before it coould get starrted!

It the nuuclear powerr plant, heavvy atomic nuuclei are alloowed to spliit into simpller nuclei, which
w
need lesss energy to hold
h
them toogether. Thiss gives off heeat, which iss used to gennerate electrricity.
But it allso gives off
ff some ‘extrra’ nuclear particles thaat do not match
m
the composition of
o the
simpler nuclei
n
produ
uced. The sim
mpler nuclei are also onlly slightly beetter off andd they also decay,
d
to emit nuclear
n
partiicles for cennturies after they are forrmed and soo on. Well, this
t
is a prooblem
with nucllear power, this
t ‘radioacctive waste’, which is daangerous to keep
k
or to thrrow away!

Nuclear Fusion
Just like heavy nucleei have higheer energies thhan when thhey are split, some nucleei, like the heelium
nucleus (which
(
has only
o
4 particcles), have far
fa less energgy than evenn their compponent parts. This
is like thhe golf hole on top of thhe hill beingg so deep thhat its bottom
m is well beelow the fairrway!
This meaans just form
ming such a nucleus froom its compponents, whhich is calledd nuclear fuusion,
would release huge energy.
e
Furthhermore, apaart from som
me neutrons only
o
at the moment
m
of fuusion,
there is no
n radioactiv
ve waste!

There is also a form of hydrogenn whose nuccleus has noot just one proton,
p
but also
a a neutroon. If
two suchh nuclei are made to fusse, to form helium,
h
thenn all that eneergy would be
b released. And
there are huge quantiities of ‘heavvy hydrogenn in the sea!
b
theese 2 nuclei together, whhich is to sayy, getting thhe golf ball to
t the
The probblem is that bringing
top of the hill, takes tremendouss energy. Dooing this pracctically has been an elusive goal annd the
only insttances are with
w help off an atom boomb, which is a case of nuclear fisssion proceeeding
uncheckeed. The sun and stars get
g their energy from nuuclear fusionn reactions, sustained by the
energy off the reaction
ns themselvees.
Fusion in
n the lab
han and Co have done is
i to create local
l
instancces of genuinne nuclear fusion
fu
What Ruusi Taleyarkh
with simpple apparatu
us, right in thhe laboratoryy. This breakkthrough maay lead to bettter methodss, and
then to using
u
nuclearr fusion for power generration, or at least as a soource of neuutrons, whichh is a
useful thiing too.
d a phenomenon of Sonooluminescencce, an effect where high frequency sound
s
The reseaarchers used
makes tinny bubbles in a liquid expand
e
to huundreds of times
t
their volume.
v
Whhen these buubbles
collapse, they get hu
undreds of times
t
smalleer than wheere they starrted, and thiis raises theem to
tremendoous temperaatures. At thhese temperaatures, whicch last a tinny fraction of a secondd, the
bubble giives off flash
hes of light, even in the ultra violet!
Taleyarkkhan et al used this methhod with thee substance acetone,
a
wheere the hydrogen atoms were
of the heeavy hydrog
gen kind. Noow, with bubbbles createed by firing neutrons intto the liquidd, the

high frequency sound was tuned to create moments with temperatures of millions of degrees.
During these moments, the heavy hydrogen, or hydrogen nuclei with neutrons, fused, to form
helium, with flashes of light and emission of neutrons.
Testing the kind of radiation and after-products has proved that this is indeed a case of nuclear
fusion.

